SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
March 26, 2015

The following resolution actions took place on March 26, 2015:

Resolution No. 150326-VIII-A-308, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-VIII-A-309, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-VIII-B-310, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-VIII-C-311, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-VIII-C-312, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-VIII-D-313, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-VIII-D-314, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-VIII-D-316, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-VIII-D-317, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-VIII-D-318, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-IX-C-322, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-IX-C-323, Resolution approved.
Resolution No. 150326-IX-D-324, Resolution approved.